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1. Introduction
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on the EIernrnls of Euclid. Proclus tells us little more I ban that (In 1)nnornn
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Ihahit ibn Qurra. 836901 , but as far n° is kno’.s a rio rnanric r ipt of
the ,\,abic translation ot the re’. isbn ‘. Thaht ha o srir’. ye I Iii 1 1
I’. Woepcke published a French ra’islat ion of t it it ct srI 1) 1
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Muhamiiiad ihu AbdaljalmI a1 Sija,.’ Al c fort si a
all propostioris in On Dim isiorms but th o I ci if I hen

stated that he omitted th th r proof c I no
an anonymous 1 th century \r I c P Va nra at
0 Schoy discov red a prooosm 1 of )r 1)
geomet tic 1 onsti U tion by 11 e am a m la
published Ceint to lit nslatmons of I best

,
1 a
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On Dn’isions iii medieval Latin texts (which do not contain explicit references
to Euclids work). No further attention has been paid to the Arabic texts
themselves, Thus in VolumeS of Euclid’s Opera Omnia,7 Heiberg and Menge
orinted Woepcke’s translation of Euclid’s On I)ivisions but not the Arabic
text on which the translation is based.

The main purpose of this paper is to make available the Arabic texts
translated by Woepcke and Schoy as well as literal English translations. Text
A below is the abst ract of Fuclid’s On Divisions by al-Sijzi, which was trans
lated liv \Voepcke. Text A exists in a unique manuscript: Paris. Bibliothèque
ationale, Fouds Arabe, 2457, 53b-55b.5 The manuscript was believed (by
Woepcke and of bets) to he an autograph by al Sijzi, written in 358 11./A]).
968-9. Ilowever, on f. 216 there is a table of contents in the same hand,
dated 657 IL/Al) 1259, so the manuscript must be a copy of the manuscript
vi ritten by al Sijzi.

‘l’ext B is part of the anonymous compilation entitled Various geometrical
probl m,s. which probably dates front the late 10th cent urv. 10 The treatise
exists in a unique manuscript iu Oairo, Dar al Kittub MustafA F’ädil Riyaa
4ltxt, ltiSb- I 70b° copied in 1153 ll./ 1740 A.l) Text B consists of props.
Ti and 6 of t hi’ I real ice. Proposition 5. which is said to he “from the Book
of Euclid on division , deals with the construction of a segment of a circle
iontaiued between two parallel lines and equal in area to a given sector. The
proposition is closely ielated to but not. identical to al—Sijzi’s proposition 28,
on t lie construction of a segment of a circle contained between two parallel
lines and equal in area to a given part of the circle. Prop 6 is a trisection
of the angle, which I h text attributes t.o “the translator of it” (i.e. of On
l)tcis,on’. I

EucliiFs On Dirtsions had a considerable influence on the Arabic geo

met i ical tradition For example, in chapter 8, On the division of triangles,
and (‘hapt yr 9. On th division of quadrilaterals, of the Book on the geo—

ti’tcnl onslt-itctlons (((Ci .5501 fiii’ the craftsman ( GAS V. 324 no. 2), the
10-lit cent try geonict ci A lilt 1- Wafa’ al Bitzajant included many solutions of
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S vols.
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Abu’hWafã presents problems with solutions, he probably had the whole
text of On Divisions and not the abstract of alSijzi, in which most com
structions and proofs are omitted. Because ahSijzi used the revision of On
Divisions by Thähit ibn Qurra, this must also be the version which Abu’l Text A MS. Par s Bibli )th( pi N

Wafä’ used and copied. The coincidences between his Text C and ahSijzi’s
text A suggest that ahSijzi did not change the wording of the parts of On Text B: MS. (i Dar a] Ku ub

Divisions which he put together in his abstract
There are considerable differences between prop. 28 of Text A and Text ‘Iext ( F MS Aya Sot a 27 1

C on one hand and prop. 5 of Text B on the other hand Om can explain L — ppsa ) fl

these differences by the assumption that Text B is based not on Thabit’s
revision hut on the original translation of On J)zvisions, If this is true, Prop
5 in text B was probably deleted by Thabit ibn Qurra in the course of his
revision of the text, The trisection in prop 6 in text B may have undergone
the same treatment rhis trisection is based on a neusis, hut rhahit ihn
Qurra preferred to trisect the angle by conic sections.18

By studying the Arabk tradition, and in particular the work of Ahu’l
Wafa’, one can improve the reconstruction of On Divisions published by
Archibald in 1915. In his reconstruction Archibald took the problems from
AhSijzi’s absti act and the solutions (constructions and proofs) from Leonardo
Fihonacci’s Prod wa Gometiza, written in 1220. Most constructions can also
he taken from Abu 1 Wafa’; these constructions are probably closer to the
original On Divisions than those of Leonardo.

In the following editions and translations, passages in angular brackets
are additions mad by me in my attempt to restore the te’ct, and my own
explanatoxy additions are in parentheses or square biackets The critical
apparatus for tile text is printed at the bottom of each page.

‘8Thabit’s trisection can be consulted in W It Knorr, Textual studies in ancient and
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Translation of text A Text A

In he name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

9’< The Book of Euclid on the division. L7 U

I. We wish to demonstrate how we bisect a known triangle by a line ‘ 1y
parallel to its base.

2. We wish to demonstrate how we divide a known tniangle into three
i’qual parts by tWO I nez parallel to its base. r4

3. We wish to bisect a known triangle by a straight line drawn from a
known point which i on one of its sides.

1. We wish to bisect a known trapezium by a line parallel to its base.
And2U the known trape,iuni can he divided into thiem’ equal parts just as we
dividal lie It angle. h\ a construction corresponding to that construction.

Vie wish to bisect a parallelogram hv a straight line drawn from a —

known point which is on one of its sides.
6 . We wish to dernonsti ate how we cut off from a known parallelogram

an assii tie I part, any part we wish, by a straight I tie drawn from a known
point Inch is on one of its sides.

7 \Vt wi—li to demonstrate how we bisect a known trapezium by a s
5-straight line drawn fi-oni a known point which is on I Ia line of I h highest2’

(part) of I lie t rape/i ann,
—-“

Vi’’ u sit to cut off from a known t rapoziuni an assinned part by a j ,1i a
straight line drawn from a known point which is on the c line of the >
highest part of t lie I rap’zmmo. :- . . - “-“

- L-’ -9. \Ve wish to denionst rate how we bisect it pan allelogram by a straight ‘isline dran ii limo a known point outside it.
It). Vie wish to (lelilomist rate how we tot off froni a parallelogram an

assinmnied part by a at raiglit line drawn fromni a known pout outside it.
11. We wish to deniomist rate how we bisect a known ti apeZiUni by a

sIn aiglit line drawn from a pin it beyond I he lugliest (part) of that trapezium [5 Ia] I
It is liecessan y that t lie point is not beyond t lie place of the meeting of the

‘-‘-

5”two sitl’.

-
,is “s cs it’’”l’. \Ve w-li to detnon-,t ratt how we cut otf front a known trapezium an

assumed Part by a st a ight line drawn from a known point beyond tht lime

J Iii- i thit ninth tt’xt iii tin- niaii1isript Paris Bib1iothqua ationale 2457
lii I ii’ ni,treiti r,f iii niitiiiiscript. ttn crroftary is nuinferral “5”. tIn’ next two proposi

ti ii no Irt’sitina Ti ‘otrl < t at’ niimlar.’d “Ii’ and “7’ - and the subsequent _i_ -‘‘

‘:,

- ‘

PrOt 0’ t (a i t’ I oposi I ‘an 7 ) ci not ni tint h”rt d I ‘cssu lie’ t fiat tIne orollary wa—s .. . . — —.nun it ci > h nm I ni I t hit t Iii a ri b imdn up for Ii - s mist ak by mi )t S ssigning a -

nititribi m a y irinsitinu ‘ iii li0ifl L
NI liii Lii Ii’ I it r —il .f tIm’ rraf’?niill

‘In no iint1rst ‘nil (his -anditi ii [Ii’ probleni is s tvahl’ for all points outside (lie
It a p’s miii ii Woepi k’ ‘s tnt i’ rpmct iii tan (pp 34 35) does riot con via at’ nit’
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of the highest (part) of that trapezium. It is necessary that the point is notbeyond the place of the meeting of the two sides of the trapezium2313. We wish to demonstrate how we bisect a known quadrilateral by astraight line drawn from a known angle of it,
14. We wish to demonstrate how we cut off from a known quadrilateralsome assumed part by a line drawn from a known angle of it.15, We wish to demonstrate how we bisect a known quadrilateral by astraight line drawn from a known point which is on one of its sides.16. We wish to demonstrate how we cut off from a known quadrilateralan assumed part by a straight line drawn from a known point which is onone of its sides.

17. (Figure 1) We wish to apply to a straight line a rectangle equal to theatea contained by lines A.B, AG, and deficient from the completion of theline by a square area,24 Since we have proved what we said, if someone sayswhy was it so that it was not possible for us to apply to .4B an area equalto ,113 AG,25 deficient from its completion by a square area, and equal tothe area AR ER, we say: that is not possible because AR is greater thanBE and AG is greater than AE, so BA. AG is greater than AE EB. Soif there is applied to AR a parallelogram equal to AR . AG it is (like) areaAZ . ZR.2°

Figure 1

23’e’ the preceding footnote
2411 would have been more correct to say. We wish to apply to the straight line ABa rectangle equal to the area contained by AR AG and deficient from its completionby a square ‘the problem is mathematically equivalent to the following to construct apoint X on AD such that AX XI) = AD AG. ‘I’o explain the terminology draw threeperpendiculars .4A’ ,X .V’ and BR’ to AD such that AtI’ XX’ = BR’ = XB Nowrectangle AXX’A’ is equal to “the area contained by AR, AG” , XBB’X’ is a square, andAJ3D’A’ isa “complete” rectangle with side AD. The problem is of a well-known type inGreek geometry, the so-called application of areas. See T.l. Heath, Euclid The thirteenBooks of the Elements. Vol. 1, pp. 342-345, Vol. II, PP 257-259.25’flie notation .411 .4G will be used to translate Arabic expressions like: alladhi yakcincicoin AR Ji AG, literally, ‘which is (the result) of AR times AG”. The Ar3bic pre positionfits normally used in mull iplu ations, so a multiplicative notation seems appropriate2’ Woepcke (p.3fl 1 ass med that ic sentence is incomplete hut there is no good reasonthis a,ssurnptinn the text rrteans that a point X such that AX \ B — A 13 AG .annotlie between A and (: hence it must lie between G and B. ‘1 lie text is not concerned withthe necessary condition for the existence of point X
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< 18 > (Figure 2) We wish to demonstrate how we bisect a known triangle
by a straight line which passes through a known point inside the triangle.
Thus let the known triangle be triangle ABC, and (let) the point which is
in its interior (be) D. We wish to let pass through D a straight line which
bisects triangle ABC. Thus we draw from point D a line parallel to line
BG, namely DE. We apply to DE an area equal to half AB BG, let it be
TB ED. We apply to line TB a parallelogram equal to BT BE, deficient
from its completion by a square area, let the applied area be area BH. HT,27
We join line DH and we extend it towards Z. I say that line DHZ has been
drawn such as to divide triangle ABC into two equal parts, namely HBZ,
HZGA.

Proof of this TB BE is equal to TB HB, so the ratio of BT to TB
is equal to the ratio of RB to BE. Separando. the ratio of TB to BH is
also equal to the ratio of BR to HE. But the ratio of BK to HE is equal
to the ratio of BZ to ED. Thus the ratio of TB to BK is equal to the ratio
of BZ to ED. So TB ED is equal to BH . BZ. But TB . ED is equal
to half of AD . BC, and the ratio of BH . BZ to AB . BG is equal to the
ratio of triangle HBZ to triangle ABC, because the angles at point B are
common. So triangle HBZ is half of triangle ABC. So triangle ABC has
been divided into two equal parts, namely BHZ, AHZC. If we apply to TB
a parallelogram equal to TB. BE, deficient from its completion by a square,
and if this area is AD AT,28 then if we join AD and extend it towards K,
we prove in the same was’ that triangle ABK is half of triangle ABD. That
is what we wanted to demonstrate.
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27 Ihe text do,s n t discus (hI possibihty of this construction Point H is between Fand 1 as a consequence of the nd of prop 17
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< 19 > (Figure 3) We wish to demonstrate how we cut off from a known
triangle an assumed part by a straight line which passes through a known
point inside the triangle. Thus let the known triangle be triangle ABG and
(let.) the known point which is inside it (be) D. We wish to let pass through
point I) a straight line which cuts off from triangle ABC an assumed part,
and let the assumed part be one-third. We draw from point B a line parallel
to line BC. namely DR. We apply to DE a rectangle equal to one-third /fof AR BC, let this area be BZ ED. We apply to ZB29 an area equal to

//ZR BE, deficient from its completion by a square area, let the applied area
be area Bit . lIZ.30 We join line lID and extend it towards T. In a similar i /‘way we prove that triangle HTB is one-third of triangle ABC. By a similar
construct ion we divide it into any part we wish. That is what we wished to
demonstrate. B

< 20 Let there he four lines A. B, C, D and let A . D be greater than I’

13 - C. I say that the ratio of A to B is gteater than the ratio of G to D.
21 > Again if A- B is less than B- C, I say that the rato J A to P

is less than the ratio of U to 1).
< 22 (Figure 4)31 If there are two straight lines AR, DR and the ratio

of AR to RU is greater than the ratio of DR to EZ, I say that, separando,
the retio of 4( to GB is greater than the ratio of DZ toZE.

< 23 > In exactly the caine figure. let the ratio of AG to GB be greater
than the ratio of DZ to ZE. 1 say that, coinponendo, the ratio of AR to
BC is greater than the ratio of BE to EZ.

24 > (Figure 5) Again, let us make the ratio of AR to BC less than
the ratio of DR to EZ. 3 hen. separando, the ratio of AG to GB is less than
the ratio of DZ to ZR.

25 > We wish to demonstrate how we bisect a known triangle by a
straight line drawn through a known point outside the triangle.

< 26 > We wish to demonstrate how we cut off from a known triangle an
assumed part by a straight line drawn from a point outside the triangle. — — .

.B U A
-

. .

Fure5 .

27 .> (Figure 6) \Ve wish to bisect a known figure contained by an arc
and two straight lines which contain an angle. Thus let there he a known

.
. -,

husk ad of YB the mauuuscnpt has I) by scrubal error -

‘ext do-s not sas for which pouuuts D this construction us pos.sihie Point H is ) . e
ii E and / as a -onsequu’-nre of the remark at the end of propOsition 17. — . — .

• ,m t. — .w- .° Figure 4 in the manuscupt conlanis poinis T. H and K, which were probably used in %__ .
the proofs of props 22 and 23
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Figure 6

figure ABG, contained b arc 13G and the straight lines BA, AG, containingangle I3AG, We wish to draw a straight line which bisects figure ABG. Thuswe join line 13G. and we bisect it at point E. We draw from point F a lineperpendicular to line 130, namely EZ. We join the straight line AE. Sinceline 13E is equal to line EG, area BZE is equal to area EZO. T3ut triangleABE is equal to triangle AEG, so figure ABZE turns out to be equal tofigure ZOAF.
If line AL is on the rectilinear xtension of line EZ figure ABG has beendivided into two equal parts, namely ABZE, GAEZ.
If line AL is not on the rectilinear extension of line ZE, we join line AZand ss e draw from point E a line parallel to line AZ, namely El. We joinline TZ. I say that hue TZ has been drawn so as to divide figure ABG intotwo equal parts, namely ABZI’. ZGT. Since triangles TZA, EZA are onthe same l,ase, namely AZ, and between two parallel lines, namely AZ, TE,triangle Z’I .4 is equal to triangle AEZ. Let a common addition be made tothem, namely figure AZB. Then TZBA turns out to be equal to ABZE,which is half of figure .413G. Thus the straight line TZ has been drawn so asto divide 13ZGA into two equal parts, namely ABZT, TZG. That is whatwe wished to (leujoliSt rat C.

<.. > (Figuie 7) W wish to draw iii a known circle two parallel lineswhich cut off from the circle Some assumed part. Thus let us make the part
ori third and the circle ABG, and we wish (to do) what we have said, Wemake the centre of circle .1130 <point B, and we make the> side of thetriangle inscribed in this circle, namely AG, and we draw lines AD, PG. Welet pass I liroiigli point 1) a line parallel to line .40. namely PB. We join lineGB We bisect in c At at point If. We draw fi mu point If a line parallel toline Lb. namely 1. Z. We draw line.4B. 1 say that the parall’l lines EZ,GB have been drawn so as to cut off from ciicle ABG oneAhird of it, namelyfigure ZBGF.
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Proof of this: Line AG is parallel to linc DB, so triangle DAG is equal
to triangle BAG. Let to them a common addition be made, namely the
circular segment AEG. Then the whole figure DAEG turns out to be equal
to the whole figure BAEG. But DAEG is one-third of circle ABG, so figure
BAEG is one-third of this circle.

Since EZ is parallel to GB, arc EG is equal to arc BZ, But EG is equal
to EA, so EA turns out to be equal to ZB. We make arc EGB common.
Then the whole arc AB is equal to the whole arc EZ, so the straight line
AB is equal to the straight line EZ, and the circular segment AEGB turns

out to be equal to the circular segment EGBZ. We drop the common part,

namely the circular segment GB, then by subtraction figure EZBG is equal
to figure BAEG.

But figure BAEG is one-third of circle ABC, So figure EZBG is one-
third of circle ABG. That is what we wanted to demonstrate

If we wish to cut off’ from the circle one-fourth of it or one fifth of it or
another assumed part by means of two parallel lines, we draw in this circle
the side of the square or the pentagon which are inscribed in it, and we draw
to it from the centre two lines as we have drawn them here, and we proceed
as in this onstruction.32

< 29 > We wish to divide a known triangle into two parts such that the
ratio between them is a known ratio, by means of a line parallel to its base.

< 30 > We wish to divide a known triangle by means of lines parallel to
its base into parts in known ratios.

< 31 > We wish to divide a known trapezium into two parts such that
the ratio between theni is a known ratio, by a line parallel to its base.

< 32 > We wish to demonstrate how <we divide> a known trapezium
into parts such that time ratios between them are equal to known ratios and
such that the division is by lines parallel to the base of the trapezium.

< 33 > We wish to demonstrate how we divide a known quadrilateral
into two parts such that the ratio between them is a knowit ratio. by a line
drawn from a known angle of it.

<31 > We wish to demonstrate how we divide a known quadrilateral by
straight lines drawn from a known angle of it into parts in known ratios.

< 35 > If thest things are known, it is possible for us to divide a known
quadrilateral in a known ratio or known ratios by a straight line or straight
lines drawn from a known poin on one of its sides, if we bear in mind the
conditions mentioned above.

Ube hook is finished We have restricted ourselves to the statem nts
without proof. because the proof is eas.

32This is worked out in detail in the fragment of (hi Divisions preserved in the tarioas
geornetnca1p-oblr,ns see Text C below. Note that Thahit ibn Qurra wrote a short treatise
on the problem of constructing a segment equal to one-sixth oft he circ Ic; this is published
in J. Sesiano. tn complment dc ‘lahit ibn Qurra an llcpi 9i pfamu’ d’Euclide, Zritschrift
fur Grscho-htc der auabusch-usbumuschcn Wmcsunschaften 4 (1985). 149-159.
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Text B

5,m (Figure 8) By Euclid. in the Book of the Division. Circle ADG34 is
known, and in it there is a known sector ABG. We wish to cut off from the
circle a segment contained by two parallel lines and two arcs, such that thc
segment is equal to the sector. Thus we bisect arc AG at point E, and we
join .4G. We draw line BZ parallel to AG, and we join ZA. We draw line
Eli parallel to ZA. Then arc ZIl is equal to arc AE, and this is clear. So
arcs lIZ (plus) AE are equal to arc AG. We make arc AZ common, then
arc ZG is equal to arc Eli. We join ZG. Then triangle AZG is equal to
triangle .4BG. So the segment contained by arc GA and lines AZ, ZG is
equal to the sectox. We make the segment contained by chord AZ common,
then the segment of which the chord is GZ is equal to the sector plus the
segment of which the chord is AZ. But the segment of which the chord is
GZ is equal to the segment of which the chord is Eli. We drop the common
segment, of which the chord is AZ, then by subtraction the segment which
is contained by arcs liZ, AE and the chords AZ, Eli. which are parallel, is
equal to the secrot That is what we wished to demonstrate.

Figure 8

6,as (Figure 9) By the poor translator of it. We wish to trisect an acute
rectilinear angle suili as angle A BG. Thus w extend GB on the side of
B rectilinearly and indefinitely. Vie draw with centre B and distance GB
33This is no. 5 of the uanonis geometrical pmoblcrns. The figure in the manuscript consists

of a circle only without letters In Schoy’s reconstruction, point B is on the circumference
of the ircle. It is more likely that B was the centre because a sector” (Arabic. qatta’) is
usualb part of a circle cont ained by an arc and two radii, and because the text is consistent
with prop 26 of Al Sijzt’s abstract if B is the centre.
lt is not cli ar where exactly point I) is located
‘I his is no. 6 of the various grornetrmcalproblerni. A trisection of the angle is necessary

if c,ne wishes to apply prop 5 of Text B and prop. 28 of Al-Sijzi’s abstract to find the a
segrneni. equal t.o for example 1/9th of the circle.
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semicircle GAD, let. it intersect side BA at <point A. We put>36 the end
of the ruler on point. A and its other end < > and we move it until

the line segment <between> line BZ and the point under the ruler on the
circumference of the semicircle, such as point E, is equal to the radius of the

circle,38 If we have found this, we join lines AEZ, BE. Because angle AEB,
which is exterior to triangle BEZ, is equal to the sum of the equal angles

EBZ, EZB, angle BAE, which is equal to angle BEA, is twice angle BZE.
Because angle ABC, which is exterior to triangle AZB, is equal to the sum

of angles BAZ, AZB. it is three times angle AZB. So we make on point B

of line BC angle GBIJ equal to angle BZE. Then it is one-third of angle

ABC. That is what we wished to do.

Text C

(Figure 7) If he said: how do we cut off from circle ABC one third of
it, or one-fourth of it, or any part we wish, by two parallel lines, then we

make the centre of the circle point D, and we draw in the circle the chord of
one-third of it, namely line AG, and we draw line BD parallel to AG. We
join BC. We bisect arc 40 at point F. We draw from point F line EZ

parallel to BC. Then figure ZBGE, which is between the two parallel lines.

is one-third of the circle. This is the figure for it

Arabic text:’
40a

40c )t

36Th inanus-ript is damaged b water. Ib’ words that could he read only faintly are

in brackets
37Two words are wiped out completely Uhe meaning must have been: see put the other

md of the ruler on GB extended
[‘his construction belongs to a type of construction called neusis in Greek geometry

A neus,s is the insertion of a straight segment of given length between two given (straight

or curved) lines such that the segment verges (Greek: ururis) to a given point that is to

say that the given point i on the rat ibm as extension of the segment.

‘1’l, figure is the saiiw as that in (t Dit ,s,on, prop 28 in the abstract of al—Siji

(Figure 7 above). Lu,’ 48 is also drawn iii manuscripts F and L Abu l—Vafit’ does not

give proofs, because they iver’ sipp,sed to be unnecessary for the craftsmen for whom

the book wa_c nt ended ‘1 li’ mar gin of the 1st anbu I in at, usc ripE contains a proof which I

do not render her.
1’


